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Return of the wine bag! Plonk served in a 'bagnum' favoured in the Seventies makes a 21st-century
comeback - this time filled with top-quality tipples

Andrew Nielsen created the bagged wine to cut down on packaging The so-called 'bagnum' contains a magnum's
worth of luxury wine The packaging also means that the vino lasts longer than bottled wine  
Seventies favourite the wine bag is making a 21st-century comeback in the form of the 'bagnum' - but this time the
magnum-sized bags are full of fine wine. 

After peaking in popularity in the 1970s, wine boxes fell from favour with diners after being deemed too naff,
alongside tinned fruit, prawn cocktails and Babysham. 

But foodies are now clamouring to get their hands on the stylish bagnums, a modern-day twist on the much-
maligned wine box. 

Bagged wine that fell out of favour for being too 'naff' is making its return in the form of a 'bagnum' a magnum
shaped bag containing fine wine  

Rather than the cheap, vino that filled boxes of old, bagnums are brimming with top quality tipples that are making
wine buffs think again about the seventies relics. 

The wines include a Chardonnay from 25-year-old French vines, a red made from a blend of Gamay and Pinot Noir
grapes, and a rose made solely from Gamay. 

And to add extra sophistication the bags contain 1.5 litres of booze, the same as a magnum, a size of bottle usually
reserved for fine wines. 

The bagnum is the brainchild of London winemaker Andrew Nielsen, who came up with the idea in a bid to cut down
on the amount of packing used in bottled wines. 

Additionally Bagnums preserve wines for longer as, unlike with bottles, air cannot get inside and spoil the contents -
so they last for weeks instead of days. 

London winemaker Andrew Nielsen came up with the design as a way to cut down on packaging  

The bagnum plays on Andrew's heritage in Sydney, Australia, where cheap wine boxes are referred to as 'goon
bags' and are a staple of backpackers. 

Andrew's company Le Grappin sells its bagnums for £25.95  the equivalent of £12.42 a bottle  and they are his
most popular product. 

And it's not just shoppers singing their praises - the bagnum has also had the thumbs up from wine experts including
Saturday Kitchen regular Tim Atkin. 

Andrew, 42, who splits his time between his home in Forest Hill, London, and the vineyards in Beaune in Burgundy,
France, said: 'I have always been passionate about wastage in the packaging of wine. 

The bagged wine is said to have a much longer shelf life than bottled wine, lasting weeks rather than days 
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'We have made our wines to drink now, so why put it in incredibly environmental wasteful packaging? 

'It's just a method of delivering wine into a glass. Why are we still using technologies that have been around for
hundreds of years?' 

He said putting foil on the top of bottles is largely pointless these days because it was only added to bottles stored in
cellars to stop rats eating the cork. 

And he pointed out that 95 per cent of bottles of wine bought in the UK are now drunk within 24 hours - so bottling
them using techniques for aging wine is not needed. 

Instead, by selling his wines in bagnums, transport costs come down and he says consumers will be between 20
and 30 per cent better off at the till. 

That's because his company sells cases to retailers which fit 12 litres of bagnums for the same price as it would be
to hold 12 bottles of 750ml bottles, holding just nine litres. 

Outlining his vision for the future of the wine industry, he said: 'In ten years not a single bottle of wine which is to be
drunk straight away should be in glass. 

'Instead, it should be in a milk carton, or a bagnum, or even a paper bottle if they work out a way to do that.' 

Tim Atkin, a Master of Wine who co-chairs the International Wine Challenge, added: 'I love the idea of the Bagnum. 

'It combines a catchy name with great booze from Burgundy and Beaujolais, made by someone with passion and a
sense of humour. 

'The bladder pack, as Aussies bluntly call them, still carries some negative baggage in the UK, but this could change
things for the better. 

'It's a quick and convenient way to drink a glass or more of tasty wine.' 

Bagnums can be bought direct from Le Grappin or through a handful of independent wine retailers.

Martha Cliff for MailOnline
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